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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Audit & Management Advisory Services (AMAS) has completed an audit of New and Emerging/Strategic 
Agreement Governance (including Joint Ventures, MOU's, Partnerships and Affiliations) to determine if 
processes were in place to ensure related agreements were appropriately formulated, reviewed, approved, 
and executed; and consistent  with the mission, goals, and interests of the university.   
 
In general, controls were in place, providing reasonable assurance that new and emerging/strategic 
agreements once identified as such, would be appropriately formulated, vetted and approved, and 
consistent with the mission, goals, and interests of the university.   
 
However, without a mature governance structure, these agreement types were not defined and not clearly 
understood by campus faculty and staff.  As a result, inefficiencies existed in the formation and approval of 
these agreements, and a need was identified to review, update and/or redesign processes to enhance 
utilization and to address a general movement toward more complex and specialized agreements.  These 
are relatively low volume agreements yet closely aligned with stated UC and UCSC strategic initiatives.   
 
The following observations requiring management corrective action were identified: 
 

 
Management agreed to all corrective actions recommended to address risks identified in these areas.  
Observations and related management corrective actions are described in greater detail in section III.  of 
this report.   

  

A. Agreement Processes Governance 
The campus was underutilizing its potential for engaging industry, international entities, and 
revenue-generating activities as business processes had not been developed for efficiently governing 
and facilitating the creation, review and approval of certain new and emerging/strategic agreement 
types. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Purpose 

The purpose of the audit was to evaluate governance over the creation and execution of agreement types 
related to new strategic efforts and underlying relationships that are sometimes referred to as Joint 
Ventures, MOU's, or Partnerships and Affiliations; to determine if processes were in place to ensure these 
arrangements were appropriately formulated and consistent  with the mission, goals, and interests of the 
university; and that agreements were appropriately reviewed, approved, and executed.  

 
 Background  

A reduction in traditional funding sources and the need to be competitive and relevant has resulted in 
increased efforts to develop new relationships and agreements involving industry, international entities, 
and revenue generating activities.  New strategic efforts, partnerships, affiliations, ventures and underlying 
relationships often involve the creation of new agreement processes as the volume of an agreement type 
increases.  There are challenges in facilitating success while managing the increased level of risk associated 
with developing new agreement governance processes.   
 
Agreements with external parties challenging our existing business processes and controls include 
complex/innovative agreements involving research and intellectual property, international agreements, and 
revenue generating agreements from the sales of goods and services.  The governance over these 
agreements is challenging primarily due to complexity, new relationship variants and availability of 
resources.  These are relatively low volume agreements which closely align with stated UC and UCSC 
strategic initiatives described as follows:    
  

• Industry engagement is a UC initiative including industry involved research, industry alliance, 
technology transfer, commercialization of intellectual property, etc.  The UCSC Office of Research is 
in the process of reorganizing their resources for the processing of industry facing 
complex/innovative research agreements and intellectual property agreements.   
 

• Global engagement is another UC initiative.  UCSC is currently reorganizing its international efforts 
and recently established the position of Senior International Officer (SIO) and Associate Vice Provost 
for Global Engagement.   

 
• Revenue generating agreements have become more important as the university seeks additional 

sources of funding.   
 
In general, it is recognized that agreements and business contracts of all types are increasing in strategic 
importance, volume and complexity at a time of resource constraints.  UCSC evidence of growth within 
agreement types is anecdotal as generally our systems and processes do not provide sufficient descriptive 
data (i.e. indicators of basic vs. complex agreements).  In grants and contracts data the rates of growth 
within agreement type is not available.  Office of Sponsored Projects (OSP) and Extramural Funds (EMF) data 
does not differentiate basic awards and complex agreements and their respective growth rates.  Yet both 
of these units report that the quantity of complex agreements is increasing.  In addition, the number of 
UCSC international and revenue agreements for the sales of goods and services is not known.   
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These three agreement types, industry facing, international and revenue from the sales of goods and 
services are not high volume agreement types.  In contrast, most UCSC procurement and research 
agreements have long standing, developed processes.  Generally, UCSC agreement processes are defined 
as to roles, responsibilities and procedures.  It is the agreement types that are new or used less frequently 
that tend to require further development of agreement process governance.   
 
As support efforts adapt from standard and routine to complex and innovative so too must agreement 
processes evolve.  An example of the impact on agreement processing can be seen in the OSP proposal 
review process.  Recently the office developed a three-tier proposal submission deadline scheme.  The 
deadlines for standard, non-standard and large proposals vary in recognition that complexity takes time and 
expertise.  This is the type of process redesign needed as these three strategic agreement types increase in 
volume.  See Appendix A for further details of OSP deadlines. 
 
Acting on strategic initiatives and supporting faculty efforts in industry facing, international and revenue 
generating sales and services agreements has become more challenging.  The Faculty Senate Committees 
on International Education (CIE) and Research (COR) have both called for improvements in administrative 
support.  Each has cited the need for improvements in the processing of agreements. 
 

 Scope 

We conducted an analysis of campus agreements.  Using keyword searches and interviews we observed 
how agreement terms were used.  Noting that titles of agreement types, i.e.  MOU, were not exclusively 
applied, we focused on the intent of the relationship and the content of the agreement to understand an 
agreement type and further refined our search for agreements with external parties.   
 
Of the outward facing agreements, those involving something new were determined to represent the 
greatest risk to the university.  As a result, we focused the review on external facing agreements involving 
a new partner, a new collaborative arrangement, or a new/renewed strategic initiative.   
  
We interviewed 36 campus personnel with experience with UCSC agreement processes and 12 faculty with 
complex or industry facing agreement process experience.  We tested 40 final grant and contract 
agreements that were not standard awards.  With these 40 agreements, we noted there were 295 support 
documents indicative of the complexity and number of versions of agreement and emails documenting 
negotiations and revisions.  We tested 19 other agreement types using different formats; international and 
revenue agreements and variations on the MOU theme.   
 
We sought best practices in the review of all UC campuses related business practices and the websites of 
other well-regarded research universities.   
 
Established agreement processes, i.e.  procurement, standard intellectual property licensing or rental 
agreements, tended to be those that had been in place for years and had appropriate controls and 
governance in place and were therefore excluded from our review.  In addition, we excluded agreements 
with internal parties and community partners.   
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III. OBSERVATIONS REQUIRING MANAGEMENT CORRECTIVE ACTION 

A. Agreement Process Governance  

The campus was underutilizing its potential for engaging industry and international entities, and revenue 
generating activities, as business processes had not been developed for efficiently governing and facilitating 
the creation, review and approval of certain strategic agreement types. 

Risk Statement/Effect  

The industry engagement strategic initiatives of the university and efforts of the VC for Research (VCR) may be 
hampered without UCSC appropriate agreement processes.  Likewise, global engagement strategic initiatives 
and efforts of the SIO and AVP for Global Engagement may be hampered without UCSC appropriate 
international agreement processes.  Lastly, departments and faculty may be discouraged from pursuing 
revenue opportunities if the agreement process is not transparent and accessible.   

Agreements 

A.1 The VC Research will engage the identified campus agreement process 
experts to contribute to the review of business process options and 
development of UCSC appropriate business processes for industry facing 
agreements. 

Implementation Date 
7/15/16 
Responsible Manager 

VC of Research 

A.2 The Senior International Officer and AVP for Global Engagement will engage 
the identified campus agreement process experts to assist in the review of 
business process options and development of UCSC appropriate agreement 
processes. 

Implementation Date 

2/16/16 

Responsible Manager 
SIO and AVP for Global 
Engagement 

A.3 Campus Counsel will engage the identified campus agreement experts in 
the review of governance and business processing of revenue contracts for 
the sale of goods and services, and update its website with summary 
guidance. 

Implementation Date 

7/15/16 

Responsible Manager 
Associate Campus 
Counsel 

 

A.  Agreement Process Governance – Detailed Description 

 
At UCSC, industry facing, global engagement, and revenue generating activities utilize new and emerging 
agreement types.  These agreement types represent a relatively low activity level.  As a result, governance 
processes have not been well developed, defined, and are not widely understood.  At larger UC campuses, where 
activity levels are higher, dedicated groups and units have been established and focus on these agreement types 
with more formal and defined processes.   
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Despite a lack of formal guidance and governance, tests of a sample of these agreement types have demonstrated 
that when channeled to the appropriate campus office, these agreements were being composed, reviewed and 
authorized by individuals with appropriate skills,  knowledge, experience and delegated authority.   

 
For most of these agreements, the processing is inefficient and tends to be more like a one-time agreement rather 
than an agreement type with the volume sufficient to warrant a well-designed process.  The one-time agreement 
approach is not all bad.  For example many Silicon Valley related agreements are unique, ad-hoc teams of top 
personnel, subject matter experts (SME’s) from across campus, come together, work on the project, and see the 
agreement through to conclusion.  However, as the three strategic agreement types discussed in this report gain 
in volume, the campus will be unable to keep up with the level of activity, unless the supporting process 
governance evolves accordingly.   
 
From campus interviews, we learned that: 
 
1) Complex agreements and processes take time.  Interviewees identified timely processing and simplification 

along with supportive staff as optimal, and  
2) Guidance is needed in the form of process definitions, standard processes, documents and data.  Expert advice 

may be helpful in reviewing the elements and impacts of agreement process design and governance choices 
and assist with streamlining the processes to enhance utilization.   

 
In discussions with the Campus Counsel’s office, the International Education Office, and the Office of Research, all 
expressed a willingness to have a series of meetings with subject matter experts to discuss the design of more 
uniform agreement and processing protocol.   
 
For international agreements, and sales and services revenue agreements, an initial group of SME’s was suggested 
to include the Associate Campus Counsel, OSPs’ Special Agreements Officer, Procurements’ Business Contracts 
Manager, Planning & Budget’s Director Of Costing, Policy and Data Management, and the Principal Analyst for 
Chancellor Records and Policy Coordination.  This small group represents five units involved in the governance of 
agreement processes.  They have expertise and familiarity with the policies, delegations of authority, processes 
and the issues.  For the industry facing agreements the SME’s would need to be determined as the Office of 
Research is in the midst of reorganizing its resources and gathering input from faculty.   
 
As guiding principles in all their discussions, they are referred to the Envision concept paper, Balanced Operations.  
See Appendix D for more information on the Envision Balanced Operations - Lessons Learned & Operating 
Principles. 
 
Industry Facing Research Agreements 

Faculty have been critical of these agreement processes.  Faculty interested in working with tech companies, for 
example, report that tech companies are not interested in funding research using the standard grant and contract 
model and would rather donate to UCSC research or hire faculty directly as consultants.  Faculty have reported 
that among tech companies, UCSC has a reputation for being difficult and expensive to work with using standard 
agreement and licensing processes.   
 
Industry facing agreements are evolving, for example, consortium membership is a relatively new means of 
interfacing industry and research institutions.  The Faculty Senate Committee on Research (COR) has brought 
processing related “roadblocks” to the attention of the VCR, yet has noted that the Office of Research is not the 
owner of the entire relationship/agreement process.  The business processes for a subset of industry facing 
agreements facilitating research funding and intellectual property agreements need review and updating. 
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The University and the VCR have identified industry engagement as a strategic initiative.  With the increasing 
emphasis on industry engagement the VCR is reorganizing Office of Research resources to support industry facing 
efforts and has undertaken a series of individual department meetings in part to engage faculty.  The university 
and the VCR are responding to these opportunities and challenges.   
 
Several faculty members who engage in industry-sponsored research have identified and acknowledged 
supportive staff with appropriate skill, knowledge and experience as critical to the success of an agreement.  They 
cite as an example the relatively recent addition of a complex contract specialist to the OSP staff.  The addition of 
a staff member with the appropriate combination of skills knowledge and experience has made a noticeable 
difference in a faculty member’s workload.  A faculty member was quoted as saying, “I no longer have to shepherd 
the process.”  A streamlined efficient agreement process with few roadblocks or obstacles was characterized as a 
critical need by both Faculty interviewed and the Senate Committee on Research in their discussions with the VCR.   
  
The Office of Research resources are being reorganized to develop industry relations, support for research, and 
improve commercialization of intellectual property.  For example, on April 17, 2015, the VC for Research sent an 
email with an Office of Research update to Deans Directors, Chairs, Faculty and Administrative Offices advising 
the campus of changes in the Office of Research.   
 
Among the changes addressed included:  
 
• A focus on positively and proactively supporting the campus research mission and goals 
• The creation of a new central office focused on Entrepreneurship, Industry Relations and Economic 

Development with a goal of developing stronger research relations with industry locally and in Silicon Valley, 
promoting UCSC research and researchers to industry, and transferring UCSC intellectual property to industry 
through increased licensing and startup activity. 

• The formalization of deadlines for services that are consistent with systemwide practice and allowing OR staff 
to provide campus researchers with better, more consistent service.   

 
With the reorganization and faculty feedback to the VCR there will be an opportunity to design and revise 
agreement processes.   
 
As industry agreements, especially those with non-standard terms and conditions grow in volume, there is a need 
to develop standards, templates, training and streamline processes.  While the Office of Research has employees 
with the skills, knowledge and experience to conduct the review and redesign of processes, other SME’s could be 
called upon to assist.  For example, the group of SME’s previously discussed could be engaged to help the VCR 
identify impediments to timely agreement processing in the form of hand-off, communication/cooperation and 
advice/decision point delays, and to explore how to increase participation in industry facing agreements.   
 
See Appendix A for more information on supporting industry facing agreement processes. 
 
International Agreements 

The university has identified global engagement as a strategic initiative.  UCSC is renewing global engagement 
efforts.  The Senior International Officer (SIO) and Associate Vice Provost for Global Engagement are reorganizing 
international efforts with an emphasis on international student recruitment, international student success, and 
expanding UCSC’s international presence.  The business processes for international agreements facilitating global 
engagement are in need of updating.   
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For example, Global Engagement will be redesigning agreement templates, encouraging more agreements 
involving research and graduate students and re-establishing an English as second language unit.  The 
reorganization will require an update of agreement processes and a review of international agreement 
governance.  In addition, the new English as second language unit will require revenue agreement advice.  
 
See Appendix B for more information on international agreements:  
 
1) An extract of the Faculty Senate Committee on International Education and their critical comments and 

recommendations for the international agreement process.   
2) Additional information regarding the elements of the international agreement process.   
 
Revenue Generating Contracts 

Systemwide the university is encouraging the pursuit of new funding opportunities.  The UCSC process of initiating 
and maintaining revenue contracts for the sale of goods and services is not transparent.  Therefore, there is a 
need to align the pursuit of revenue with the supporting process.  The processing of all types of non-procurement 
business contracts which includes revenue generating contracts is under review systemwide.   
 
UCSC is the only UC Campus with a decentralized Business Contracts Office operation.  At all of the other UC 
campuses, non-procurement business contracts are generally managed in a centralized business contracts office 
or group.  The UCSC Procurement Business Contracts Office focuses only on procurement agreements.  Through 
previous decisions and reorganizations responsibilities have been decentralized for non-procurement 
agreements; For example, real estate, intellectual property, and research related revenue agreements are 
processed by the Real Estate Office, OMIP and OSP respectively.   
 
The revenue generating contracts being discussed here are those for sales of goods and services that are outside 
the daily routines of offices such as the Real Estate Office or Office for Management of Intellectual Property.  There 
are revenue generating opportunities across campus.  The responsibility is decentralized making it difficult for 
those with new opportunities to find guidance in order to realize their revenue potential.   
 
The following have contributed to the current status of new revenue contract governance.  The volume of revenue 
contracts for the sale of goods and services reviewed by Campus Counsel that involve a new rather than existing 
process is estimated at currently less than 15 per year.  The responsibility for these miscellaneous new revenue 
contracts transferred from Procurement Contracts Office to Campus Counsel in 2014.  This decision was primarily 
driven by resource constraints and will be reconsidered as UC-wide revenue generating initiatives evolve.   
 
The UC Business Contracts Collaborative (UCBCC) of which UCSC is a member, is a systemwide group composed 
of business contracts professionals.  On their agenda, is the study of the potential for revenue generating 
agreements.  They are also reviewing UC level constraints such as outdated policies and delegations of authority 
such as APM-20 Regulation 4 for Special Services to Individuals and Organizations (1958) which imposes 
restrictions on faculty providing services, and DA 1058 - Authority To Execute Agreement dated December 30, 
1991 which is so broad the delegation decisions are local.  In addition, there are future considerations such as 
developing revenue opportunities, standard billing, accounts receivable and UBIT tax related issues to be 
considered.  UCBCC will be recommending how best to invest in and develop revenue generating possibilities.  
The UC-wide strategic initiative to pursue revenue generating activities will have an impact on elements of 
agreement governance for years as the opportunities are developed.  Near term guidance is needed to bridge 
from current status to the future.  UCSC needs to clarify and communicate the current revenue agreement process 
as the systemwide infrastructure develops. 
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See Appendix C for more information on revenue generating contracts  
 
1) A summary of UC policies and revenue contract process elements for both near-term and later consideration. 
2) Additional information regarding other UC campus’ processes for non-procurement agreements.   

 
Regarding revenue generating agreements, Campus Counsel has agreed to post summary guidance on its website.  
This is a near term website update to advance campus awareness of who to contact and how to proceed with new 
revenue generating opportunities.  Longer term, a more comprehensive guidance will be made available.  For 
example, Procurement’s Business Contracts Manager is working on a UCSC version of a Guide to Contracting based 
on her work as a standing member of the UC Business Contracts Consortium.  The guide is based on other UC 
guidance such as the UC Berkeley Guide to Contracting and Decision Tree.  The UCSC version will be made available 
to direct the campus community and external parties as they navigate the development of all types of business 
contracts. 
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APPENDIX A – Office of Research Reorganization and OSP Process Redesign 

In his April 17, 2015 Office of Research Update, the Vice Chancellor for Research identified initial steps being 
undertaken to enhanced industry facing efforts (see item 3 on page 1) and outlined the OSP proposal deadline 
changes to improve processing of complex proposals (see item 3 on page 2 and attachment). 
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http://officeofresearch.ucsc.edu/osp/pi-resources/OSP%20Deadlines.pdf 
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APPENDIX B – International Agreements 

With the reorganization of UCSC Global Engagement, there is an opportunity to redesign the agreement process 
and improve governance.  In the redesign, there are choices to make that address strategy, control, expedience 
and the best fit for UCSC.  Item 1 below is an excerpt from a Faculty Senate Committee on International Education 
report summarizing their views of the international agreement process.  Item 2 is an auditor prepared summary 
of the international agreement process and comparison of process designs of a selection of other UC campuses. 

 
1) Committee on International Education –  Need for Processing Improvements 

The Faculty Senate Committee on International Education summarized their review of the agreement process 
as follows: 
 
“COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION 
Making International Collaboration Agreements Swift, Flexible and Open – May 2014 
 
To: Academic Senate, Santa Cruz Division 
 
UCSC international agreements, currently termed Memoranda of Understanding and Agreements of 
Cooperation, record and establish ground rules for faculty and university partnerships with overseas entities.  
At this turning point in UCSC’s engagement with the cross-border world, there is an occasion to reinvent our 
current (dysfunctional) system for making agreements. 

 
We suggest that these two principles should guide that re-invention and that our recommendations follow 
from those principles: 
 
1. The process should be transparent to all, swift and flexible and with minimal paperwork. 

• Update and clarify guidelines for agreements 
• Delegate signature authority to the lowest appropriate level by agreement type 
• Senior International Officer coordinates and facilitates quick processing 
• Summary descriptions of collaborations posted on a regularly updated web page 

 
2. Faculty should be centrally involved in the process for imagining and developing international 

agreements. 

• Recognize two modes of agreement: top down and bottom up 
• Identify incentives for faculty to report collaboration” 

 
2) Global Engagement – Potential approaches to process redesign – Other UC campus comparisons 

With the renewed emphasis on global engagement, there will be a redesign of the international agreement 
process.  There are UCSC specific choices to make.  Decisions on approvals at the beginning and end of the 
process have impacts to consider, for example, vertical communication between administration and 
departments and horizontal communication between international and research efforts.  Also to be 
considered is the time it takes to communicate and route an agreement for approval.  There are design 
decisions regarding the type/purpose/content of agreements/templates which will shape the design of the 
entire process.    
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UC campuses have varied process steps for communicating and connecting relationship building efforts and 
agreement development.  The following summary of the process elements indicates some of the design 
questions to resolve and contrasts some of the choices other UC campuses have made.  Comparisons with 
other UC campuses provides insight into best practices and options.  What follows is a brief process summary 
and comparisons with UCLA, UCSD and UCD processes: 

 
1. Agreement Initiation: 

The following should be considered in initiating a relationship/agreement: 
 

Communication elements: 
• Top down - International office to engage appropriate department and faculty 
• Bottom up - Department/faculty initiation or acceptance of engagement and commitments.   
• Foster concurrence and collaboration among VC/VP groups.  
Relationship assessment process steps:  
• Check for existing relations/agreements 
• Check strategic fit and due diligence 
• Assess and accept commitments and benefits    

   
2. Agreement proposal review and approval method: 
 Examples of UC campuses processes: 

• UCLA - submit a detailed proposal approved at Dean level and by 2 VP level 
• UCSD - submit International Agreement Review Sheet approved at Dean level.  Next steps to be 

determined. 
• UCD - submit drafts using approved formats approved at Dean level and VP Global Affair who may 

consult with other VC/VPs. 
 

3.  Agreement type or template selection: 
Multiple document types are standard UC-wide:  

• UCLA - Two document types to choose from.  One light on details and commitments.  Other more 
detailed.  Content depends on the relationship and commitments. 

• UCSD - Two document types to choose from.  One general and one with specifics both used in 
tandem not required.  Content depends on relationship and specifics.  There are additional 
agreement variants of the two standard templates.   

• UCD – Two documents required.  One general in content with no commitments accompanied with 
a working document with details and commitments.  Together the pair formally link the top down 
and bottom up perspectives of the relationship.   

 
4. Agreement Approval: 

• UCLA - Two VP/VC level approvals  
• UCSD - Dean or VC Research and Dean Grad Studies sign general document.  EVC signs detail 

document 
• UCD - Chancellor signs the general agreement and Dean signs detailed working document. 

 
5. Agreement Communication: 

All UC campuses have some form of a listing of international agreements. 
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APPENDIX C – Revenue Generating Contracts 

Revenue Generating Contracts  

Granted, new revenue contracts are a low volume agreement type, yet information about pursuing a revenue 
contract is not apparent on the UCSC website.  UCSC has responsibility for all revenue generating agreements 
distributed across several offices.  In contrast most UC campuses have a Business Contracts office handling a 
breadth of business contract types including both procurement and non-procurement business contracts.  As the 
volume of UCSC revenue generating contracts grow UCSC has governance and agreement process redesign 
opportunities.  Item 1) is an abbreviated list of revenue policies and issues to consider.  Item 2) is a comparison of 
other UC campuses roles and responsibilities for non-procurement business agreements. 
 
1) UC policies and revenue generating issues to be considered: 

All UC Campuses must comply with UC Policies over Revenue Generating Contracts such as:  

• UC, Academic Personnel Manual (APM), General University Policy Regarding Academic Appointees, 
Special Services to Individuals and Organizations.  APM-20.  1958 

• UC, University Regulations Revised No.  4, Special Services to Individuals and Organizations.  1958 
• UC, Business and Finance Bulletin (BFB) A-47, University Direct Costing Procedures, 2008 
• The university of California, BFB A-56, Academic Support Unit Costing and Billing Guidelines.  2008 
• UC, BFB A-59, Costing and Working Capital for Auxiliary and Service Enterprises, 2008 
• University of California, BFB A-61, Policy on Unrelated Income and Expenses 2012 
 
These are some of the key elements contained within UC policies to be considered when engaging in 
Revenue Generating Contracts:  

• Revenue contract process to ensure agreements are vetted and authorized in compliance with UC and 
UCSC policies. 

 
Establish or update guidelines 
• For interim revenue agreement processing protocol.  Review roles and responsibilities in the near term 

between Campus Counsel, OSP/OMIP/OR, Miscellaneous Fee Committee, Global Engagement and 
Procurement Business Contracts.   

• To ensure Academic Personnel Manual compliance when agreement involves faculty services.   
• For setting the cost of services to include direct and indirect relevant costs for full cost recovery. 
• On accounts receivables – how to invoice, and create and maintain accounts receivable. 
• To ensure Unrelated Business Income Tax (UBIT) activities are identified and reported.  Revenue 

agreements resulting in more than $10,000 in revenue may be subject to UBIT reporting.   
  
Other considerations 
• Note APM policy and Regulation 4 are dated 1958.  Regulation 4 imposes restrictions on the university’s 

ability to provide services to industry.  See reference listing below. 
• Agreements are to be evaluated to ensure the University has the capacity and expertise. 
• Goods or services are unique and not in competition with commercial sources. 
• Amounts due are calculated accurately, collected timely, and accounted for appropriately. 
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2) The following is a summary of Governance/Organizational Structure over Non-Procurement Agreement 
Processes at other UC campuses: 

Non-Procurement Agreement Process By Campus 
UCB/SF The Business Contracts Office (BCO) review, draft, negotiate and execute all business-related 

contracts, both procurement and non-procurement contracts.  The BCO also handles business 
related to intellectual property, like the licensing of intellectual property. 
 
Engagement with the BCO must be first authorized and initiated through the department’s 
business officer.  All contracts are managed transparently through the Business Contracts 
Management System 

UCD Has a dedicated business contracts group associated with the Purchasing department.  It 
manages drafting, reviewing and executing procurement, non-procurement and intellectual 
property agreements.   

UCI Has a dedicated business contracts group in the Purchasing and Risk Services office.  It manages 
drafting, reviewing and execution of procurement and non-procurement agreements. 

UCLA Has a new Business Contracts office focused on non-procurement agreements. 
UCM Has a department of Business Contracts and Real Estate that also manages drafting, review and 

execution of non-procurement agreements.  The process is initiated with a form and requires 
several approvals before business contracts are engaged. 

UCR Has a contracts manager in their Procurement Department.  This analyst also has a delegation 
to draft, review and execute non-procurement agreements. 

UCSC Currently, non-OSP related revenue generating contracts are managed by the office of Campus 
Counsel.  Intellectual property and licensing are handled by OMIP.  Research related revenue 
generating agreements are managed by OSP.  Real estate contracts are handled by REO.  
Procurement has a business contracts group that does not have the delegation of authority to 
execute non-procurement related agreements.  Currently, business contracts refer these 
agreements to campus counsel and assists as needed. 

UCSD Has a Business Contracts Group within procurement that also manages non-procurement 
related agreements.   

 (Prepared originally by UCSC Procurement Contracts Office – reviewed Oct 2015) 
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APPENDIX D – Envision Balanced Operations - Lessons Learned & Operating Principles 
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http://cpevc.ucsc.edu/envision-ucsc/background/making-sense-of-data/Operations.pdf 
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